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 Surface acoustic waves (SAW) are applicable for ultrasonic inspection and material 

characterization of the near-surface layer of bulky specimens. The possibility of SAW 

excitation/detection by using the slanted mode of air-coupled ultrasound (ACU) extends their use to 

materials where conventional contact (wedge) transducers are not applicable for reasons of material 

sensitivity or low SAW velocity. The factors impacting the ACU coupling to SAW and limitations of 

the AC-SAW methodology were studied. The remote measurements of in-plane velocity anisotropy of 

AC-SAW were implemented and the feasibility of beam steering and phonon focusing in engineering 

materials was shown. The interaction of AC-SAW with simulated surface-breaking and sub-surface 

defects was studied to show the opportunity of depth-resolved NDT. Its application for C-scan AC-

SAW imaging of flat-bottomed holes, surface and sub-surface cracks was demonstrated in various 

materials like polymers, wood and concrete. 

non-destructive testing, air-coupled ultrasound, surface acoustic wave, anisotropy. 

Air-coupled ultrasound has become a routine tool for non-destructive testing and material 

characterization [1]. The conventional through-transmission or normal transmission mode 

(NTM) is based on conversion of the incident ACU into longitudinal acoustic waves which 

propagate through the bulk of material and interact with defects. A modified configuration of 

the focused slanted transmission mode (FSTM) [2] employs the ACU conversion into plate 

acoustic waves (PAW, also known as “Lamb waves”) which are found to be highly sensitive 

to surface-breaking cracked defects and delaminations as well as applicable to evaluation of 

specimen properties like thickness, stiffness and in-plane anisotropy.  

The PAW amplitude excited depends strongly on the angle of incidence: the resonance PAW 

generation at the optimal angle enhances substantially the signal-to-noise ratio of the ACU-

NDT systems. The inverse PAW-ACU conversion results in the radiation of a pair of 

ultrasonic waves which leak in air at the same (optimal) angles from both surfaces of the 

specimen. The “specularly” radiated wave is used in the focused slanted radiation mode 

(FSRM) in which both sending and receiving transducer are positioned on the same side of 

the object under inspection. Despite some scale distortion due to a elongated probing area, 

this mode enables flexible single-sided scanning of large specimens.  

The single-sided configuration provides an opportunity to expand the family of the ACU-

NDT methods based on the mode conversion to include surface acoustic waves (SAW, also
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“Rayleigh waves”). These waves propagate within an about one wavelength thick surface

layer of solids thus being useful for selective testing of this area for its elastic properties and 

defects. Since SAW exhibit no dispersion in homogenous semi-infinite solids, any change in 

phase velocity as a function of frequency is either an indication of inhomogeneity (surface 

hardening, inhomogeneous porosity, etc.) or a violation of the “thick-thin” condition for the 

substrate (e.g. sub-surface voids and delaminations).

The use of SAW in NDT&E is not a new development, but existing solutions for the 

excitation/detection normally require contact configurations (wedge transducers, phased 

arrays), which are also limited to rather fast materials (SAW velocity > 1500 m/s). Other 

techniques are based on materials with special properties (magnetic (EMAT) or piezo-electric 

(interdigital transducers)) that confines substantially the area of SAW applications in NDT.

Much greater flexibility is obtained with the air-coupled FSRM-methodology which does not 

require particular material qualities, contact or couplant for the transducers, and extends the 

range of materials for evaluation down to those with SAW velocity as low as ~ 400 m/s. The

new materials inspected with SAW in this paper include technical and natural fibre

composites, plastics and cementitious materials. For the NDT application, a scanning FSRM 

system was developed and applied to polymer and cement-based substrates.

It is well known that mode conversion can take place when an elastic wave is reflected or

transmitted at the interface between two solid media. The propagation directions ( ) of the 

longitudinal and transversal waves in the bulk of the material are defined by their velocities:
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In the case when the incident wave is a plane ultrasonic wave in air while the transmitted

wave is an evanescent mode propagating along the surface ( 2 = 90°) with SAW velocity,

equation (1) is reduced to the relation for the resonant excitation angle:

! 0sin  .                                                   (2) 

Due to the reciprocity condition, equation (2) also determines the direction of the ultrasound 

radiated into air which is used for detection of such a leaky SAW.  In a realistic case, when 

the incident wave is a beam with a finite aperture , the SAW excitation-detection will also

take place at   different from  o. In this case, the angular dependence of the conversion 

efficiency is derived by the -space Fourier transform of the surface excitation function:
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where  is the size of the excitation area. Fig. 1 shows the results of calculations

of the efficiency of the mode conversion from ACU to SAW in PMMA for 400 kHz 

transducers of different aperture. As the aperture increases, the angular range of excitation 

becomes narrower (with higher efficiency) and in the limit of 

 ! cos/

$%  approaches a single 

resonant value of  o given by equation (2). 






   

Fig. 1: Calculated efficiency of ACU-SAW conversion in PMMA as a function of angle of incidence

for various values of aperture ( ) and 400-kHz-ACU-beam. The arrow shows = 3, 5, 7, and 10 mm.

The ACU-SAW conversion in the FSRM can also be interpreted as a transmission of air-

coupled ultrasound inside the solid at complex angles of refraction. Similar to any 

transmission-reflection problem, the acoustic impedance !" , product of mass

density and the SAW velocity, is another factor which determines the amplitude of the 

transmitted wave: the greater the air-solid impedance mismatch, the lower transmission or the 

SAW amplitude is expected. 

The SAW velocity is generally found as a numerical solution to the Rayleigh equation; within 

accuracy of a few percent (sufficient in NDT practice) the approximate velocity value is given 

by the following relation [3]:
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For typical engineering materials, the values of the Poisson’s ratio # (0.2-0.4), so that 

is in the range of 90-95% of  and thus is free of frequency dispersion. 

However, the depth of sub-surface localization of the SAW is frequency dependent and 

features mechanical skin-effect which is a basis of the depth-resolved measurements. In the 

semi-infinite body, the SAW penetration depth is about one to two wavelengths. In practice, 

such “thick” specimen conditions are met only for the substrate thickness of at least three to

five wavelengths. For thinner substrates, the SAW decays into PAW modes with penetration

over the total thickness of the specimen.





Fig. 2: Experimental set-up for air-coupled SAW excitation-detection. 

The FSRM methodology is based on the phase-matching of an air-coupled ultrasonic field 

grazing the surface and the acoustic wave in the specimen. In the experimental setup (Fig. 2),

we used two pairs of ACU-transducers (400 kHz, focus distance 4 cm, and 200 kHz, 

unfocused) in the pitch-catch configuration. All measurements were carried out by using a 

computer-controlled air-coupled ultrasonic testing system (HV burst generation, pre-

amplification, band pass filtering and digitization).The initial distance of a few centimetres

between the transducers was required to minimise the impact of the specularly reflected ACU 

beam. By changing the azimuth position of the specimen (azimuth angle  ) , the in-plane

stiffness anisotropy of the material for SAW can be revealed.

The set-up enables to determine the SAW velocity in materials by measuring the angle of

optimal excitation-detection  o. In this approach, the angles   of both ACU transducers are

altered synchronously until the maximum of the output signal is obtained. In the case of 

inhomogeneous materials (or in the presence of defects), the resonance angles for excitation-

detection can change in different parts of the specimen. By reducing the initial distance

between the ACU transducers, localized measurements of phase velocities and the related 

elastic moduli are attained. The spatial variation of the optimal angle also enhances the

contrast of defect imaging in the scanning SAW mode with a fixed value of  o.

For small unfocused transducers (like in the 200 kHz system), the angular phase matching

resonance is not sharp and the resulting error of the SAW velocity calculated from equation

(1) for  small angles  o (fast materials) can be as high as 50%. In these cases, the differential

time of flight (DTOF) methodology was applied to air-coupled SAW. For this, the sending 

and receiving ACU-transducers were shifted parallel to the surface while the output signal 

was digitally recorded. By shifting both transducers in small defined steps of a few mm in 

opposite directions small errors in alignment are cancelled. The time-of-flight was recovered 

from the recorded signal by extraction of the signal phase using a discrete Fourier transform

(DFT) at the excitation frequency. The SAW velocity in weakly dissipating materials can be

measured with an accuracy of about 1%.



     

The SAW velocity values for some engineering materials obtained directly by resonance 

angle measurements are given in Table 1 and demonstrate secure agreement with previously

published results obtained with acoustic microscopy [4].  The data show that the technique 

provides a fair accuracy (3-5%) in SAW velocity measurements for a wide range of materials.

Its simplicity and reliability advocate further applications in NDE.

The efficiency of the ACU-SAW mode conversion was measured in the FSRM configuration 

at 390 kHz and SAW propagation distance of approximately 6 cm. The measurements were 

implemented by comparison between the output signal of the FSRM configuration (at optimal

angle  o) and the maximum output of the coaxial pair ACU sender-receiver separated by

double focus distance in air (~ 8cm). The reading of the attenuator between the sender and 

receiver in the latter case directly indicate total losses on ACU-SAW-ACU conversion. For 

highly dissipative materials (e.g. concrete), a few of dissipation should be subtracted from 

the values of conversion losses given in Table 1. On the whole, the ACU-SAW conversion

efficiency is rather high; detailed analysis [5] shows that elastic coupling air-solid in the 

FSRM  configuration is noticeably higher than that in conventional NTM ACU set-ups. As

expected, a good correlation between conversion losses and the value of acoustic impedance

of materials for SAW is observed. The only deviation in the case of concrete is apparently due

to higher propagation losses in this material.

 Experimental results of ACU-SAW mode conversion

0 
  


Fir (L/LT) 17 0.5! 1160! 30 37 0.9
PMMA 16 0.5! 1230! 40 40 1.5
Graphite 14 0.5! 1400! 50 45 2.1
Concrete 9 0.5! 2200! 100 61 5.3
Aluminium  7 0.5! 2800! 200 54 7.8
Copper 10 0.5! 2000! 100 59 17.8
Steel 6.5 0.5! 3000! 200 63 23.4

As the angle of incidence deviates from  o the efficiency of the SAW excitation-detection is 

reduced. Fig. 3 shows the FSRM output signal as a function of the angle of incidence  

varied at the sending ACU-transducer. The data confirm the sinc-wise variation of the SAW 

amplitude predicted above (Fig. 1). Somewhat smaller width of the main side lobe obtained in

Fig. 3 is apparently attributed to specific experimental condition when only transmitter angle

was changing. 



Fig. 3: ACU-SAW amplitude as a function of angle of incidence in PMMA.

    

The signal recovery using DFT was so efficient, that even with hardly discernable signals the 

typical phase uncertainty was well below one percent. The main experimental problem was 

found to be the uncertainty of the DTOF distance which was estimated to be ~0.5 mm, 

leading to a possible error of between 5 and 1.3 % (10 to 40 mm path), depending on material

dissipation and size limitations. Table 2 shows selected results of the SAW velocity and in-

plane anisotropy measurements. The materials tested include non-reinforced homogenous 

polymers, strongly inhomogeneous cementitious materials, natural fibre-composites (oak,

beech, fir, balsa) and high-tech fibre composite (CFRP block made of three 5.3 mm 

unidirectional layers oriented at 0/90/0°).

The data in Table 2 demonstrate a versatile applicability of the AC-SAW to NDE of a wide 

range of the materials which are inaccessible with conventional SAW techniques due to high 

dissipation, surface roughness, and water sensitivity. The DTOF provides higher (1-3%)

accuracy than the resonance angle approach in the SAW velocity measurements. In some

cases, the material inhomogeneity revealed by measurements in different positions was 

significantly larger than the measurement error. In these cases a range of velocities is given in 

the table.

Figure 4 illustrates the in-plane anisotropy of 200 kHz-SAW velocity for beech and carbon 

fibre-reinforced plastic (CFRP) (extrapolated on the basis of 0 – 90° measurements). The 

impact of material elastic anisotropy on SAW velocity is very strong, with the anisotropy 

parameter (0°/90° velocity ratio) being in the range of (1.5 - 1.7) for artificial and natural 

fibre-composites. In the case of balsa wood the value of the parameter even exceeds a factor 

of two.



  SAW velocities measured by DTOF

 
  

 1380   20 1320   30

1490   20 1490   15

2120   80 2140   30

900   15 874   15

A („Ytong“) n.a. 1140   12

B (med. dense) 1350   20 1290 pm 10
C (dense.) n.a. (1760-1820)   20

0°(in fibre) n.a. 2160 p  20

22,5° n.a. 1950   20

45° n.a. 1550   10

67,5° n.a. 1395   10

90° (across) 1350   20 1369   7

0° (L) 1300   20 1270   20 
90° (R) n.a. n.a.

0° (L) 1260   20 1216   15

22,5° 1048   15

45° 890   90 815 p  12

67,5° 727   12



90° (R) (580-640)   20 697   12

0° (L) 1360   20 (1320-1370)  20
 

90° (T) (800–1000)   40 570   15

0° (L) 1570   30 1470   20
 

90° (R) n.a. 846   25

Figure 4: SAW velocity anisotropy in RL-plane of beech (left) and unidirectional CFRP (right). 









Figure 5: Slowness curve (left) and beam steering angle (right) for SAW in RL-plane of beech. 

Such a strong velocity anisotropy results in important implications on the SAW propagation

in engineering materials which have been indicated earlier only for crystalline media. Figure 5 

(left) shows a slowness curve ( ( )) for the SAW in beech calculated on the basis of 

experimental data in Fig. 4. Since the normal to this curve indicates the direction of the 

energy flow (! ) it is evident that the

velocity of energy transfer is no longer 

parallel to the propagation direction

(azimuth angle  ) (beam steering effect).

The beam steering angles calculated in Fig. 

5 (right) are high enough to cause a 

noticeable shift of the receiver for

maximum AC-SAW transmission (Fig. 6).

The shape of the slowness curve in Fig. 5 

with quasi-flat sides around 0 – 180°

directions indicates an opportunity for the 

SAW focusing (phonon focusing effect): 

for vast angular sectors of propagation 

directions   (" 45°, 135°-225°, in Fig. 5), the energy flux directions (! ) stay practically the 

same (close to 0° in Fig. 5) which provides a strong increase of acoustic intensity around this 

(focusing) direction. To quantify the SAW intensity enhancement the focusing factor is 

introduced [6]: 

Figure 6: SAW beam steering effect in wood: to 

provide maximum transmission ACU-receiver is 

shifted while being kept parallel to the wave front. 
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The results of the calculations of )(  obtained from the experimental data in Fig. 4 are

shown in Fig. 7 (left) and predict substantial focusing in the angular sectors around fibre 

directions. This prediction is confirmed by the phonon focusing experiment reported in [5] for 

the PAW in beech veneer (Fig. 7, right). It is worth noting, that similar effects of strong 

anisotropy are obtained for the CFRP and expected to manifest in other engineering materials. 






 

Figure 7: Calculated SAW focusing factor (left) and experimental wavefront image of PAW in RL-

plane of beech. 



Unlike non-destructive evaluation (NDE), the key concern in NDT is usually to have a tool 

for fast full-field tests for specimen health. For this requirement, we developed a scanning 

mode of FSRM in which sender and receiver are mounted on a common probing stand and 

moved over a specimen surface by a commercial scanning table. In this mode, the amplitude 

of the recorded signal is used, as all inhomogeneities in the surface or sub-surface layer 

probed cause SAW scattering and thus a reduction of the output FSRM signal.

  
Vertical surface-breaking and sub-surface cracks are hard-to-detect defects with conventional

ultrasonic techniques, like ACU-NTM. In our experiments, they were simulated by the 

surface and sub-surface machined cuts with ramp-depth increasing from the specimen edge. 

The ACU-SAW transmission through was measured for various positions of sender-receiver 

along the cut. The results for PMMA substrate are shown in Figures 8 and 9; the reference 

curves were measured on intact parts of the specimen where the signal decline indicates the

edge position.

Figure 8: Impact of saw-cut depth on transmitted SAW amplitude. The ramp-depth increases from

zero (71 mm measurement position) to 2.5 mm at the edge of the specimen.



The amplitude decay clearly shows that the 392 kHz-SAW is more sensitive to the surface 

defect, dropping by 50% at a cut of only 1.4 mm depth. The 200 kHz-wave requires the cut 

depth of 2.2 mm for the same effect. Assuming 10 % signal drop as a detection threshold, we

obtain 0.8 and 1.6 mm as minimal detectable “crack” depths at 400 and 200 kHz, 

correspondingly. In both cases, this is approximately one forth of the SAW wavelength.

Figure 9: Impact of reduced RST on SAW transmission. The arrow indicates position of specimen

edge.

To simulate a sub-surface crack, the ramp-depth cut was 

made with remaining substrate thickness (RST) 

decreasing from 25 mm to zero at the edge. The data in 

Figure 9 show that the 200 kHz wave first detects the 

cut at a RST of 11.6 mm (measurement position ~70

mm), while 392 kHz-SAW decays only if the RST is < 

2.8 mm. The half-amplitude points are at 2.5 and 0.5 

mm RST, respectively.

Figure 10: SAW FSRM-image of 

a concrete surface with a saw cut. 

To show that the method also works with acoustically 

more demanding materials, a block of highly porous 

concrete (“Ytong”) was FSRM-scanned (200 kHz) after 

introduction of a deep saw-cut. Figure 10 clearly shows 

that the base material is highly inhomogeneous which 

leads to a very grainy image. Nevertheless, the average

intensity is high enough for a serious defect like saw cut 

to be well visible. The vertical size of the dark area is

defined by initial distance between SAW sender and 

receiver.



 
A standard application of traditional contact or water-bath pulse-echo ultrasound is the search 

for internal boundaries and voids. These well-established testing methodologies are no longer 

applicable for water-sensitive and porous materials. The SAW-FSRM is a possible alternative

which can even retain the depth-information of the pulse-echo testing by using the frequency-

dependence of the SAW penetration depth.

Figure 11 shows two SAW-FSRM scans of a PMMA plate with flat-bottom holes (diameter

16mm) leaving RST of 1,6 / 2,5 / 3,3 / 4,5 / 5,8 and 8,7 mm. For 200 kHz-scan (top), all six 

voids are detected, though the contrast decays with increase in the RST. For the higher

frequency SAW (bottom), the penetration depth is smaller and the defects with RST > 4.5 mm 

are virtually invisible.







Figure 11: SAW-FSRM scans of simulated sub-surface voids. RST increases from left to right. 

The ACU-SAW configuration provides more efficient acoustic coupling to solid materials

than conventional NTM-ACU set-ups. Accurate measurements of the SAW velocity by using 

the FSRM is a promising approach for non-contact NDE of sub-surface area of a wide range 

of materials. A strong elastic anisotropy causes the SAW beam steering and phonon focusing 

effects in engineering materials. The AC-SAW is shown to be a flexible tool for depth-

resolved NDT and imaging of the surface and sub-surface cracked defects.
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